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Editor's Note: Constellation is a three-dimensional group process that has the power
to shift generations of suffering and unhappiness. The founder Bert Hellinger observed
that many of us unconsciously take on destructive familial patterns of anxiety,
depression, anger, guilt, aloneness, alcoholism and even illness as a way of belonging
in our families. Bonded by a deep love, a child will often sacrifice his own best interests
in a vain attempt to ease the suffering of a parent or other family member. Family
Constellations allow us to break these patterns so that we can live healthier, happier,
more fulfilled lives. In a moment of insight, a new life course can be set in motion. The
results can be life-changing. (fromhttp://www.hellingerpa.com/constellation.shtml)
When I was diagnosed in 2008 with a brain tumor
the size of a mandarin orange, I ignored life's hardhitting call. I was too proud even to consider that I
might have something to learn from this experience.
So I didn't! -- until ten months later, when I was told
that the excised tumor had grown again and I had to
undergo a second surgery, followed by radiation
therapy. This time it felt as though somebody had
pulled the rug out from under my feet. The Universe
sensed my need for help and I was given the
chance to try out art therapy. A bit later I stumbled
across SoulCollage® and fell in love with it.
SoulCollage® has been my companion ever since.
So when in early 2015 my doctor told me that I
needed yet another operation, I again turned to
SoulCollage® to find meaning in the darkness. I
actively prepared myself for the procedure and did
regular SoulCollage® readings, but something was
missing - I felt that my cards had more to offer.
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At about the same time, I participated in a Family
Constellations workshop, where I chose four fellow participants to represent myself, death,
life and my tumor. I physically arranged each of them in a constellation that mirrored my
inner experience of each element. In a similar way, I decided to lay all my cards out so I

could see them all at once. I wanted to know which card would be next to which card.
Where would I see conflicts? Unresolved issues? Was there something missing that would
enable healing?
I let myself be guided by intuition, and by my experience at the Family Constellation
workshop, and turned over one card at a time. I let the cards find their place. I didn't try to
put them in their SoulCollage® suits nor in any chronological order. This alone was
probably the most difficult part of the whole process. The insecurity I had experienced
when choosing and placing the Constellation representatives came up again: "Am I doing
this right?" "Does that make sense?" I accepted those worries and continued, as I had
done in the workshop. Some of my cards didn't want to go anywhere in the array, so I set
them aside.
When I looked at the result, I was confused. I didn't see an orderly system, just chaos. I
felt like I had entered a room full of people who didn't have anything to say to each other.

My deck
In the Constellation process, it is then up to the facilitator to bring order and healing to the
system. He or she does that by moving the representatives around, by asking them
questions, by having them say specific phrases and letting the responses guide the
participant. Here with my SoulCollage® cards, I was the Facilitator, intending to bring
healing to my body and to be prepared in the best possible way for my surgery. I started
by moving my cards around and re-grouping them -- not using a system such as the four
SoulCollage® suits, but rather by FEELING my way through the process. This time I felt

more at ease with what revealed itself.

My deck after re-ordering
Since this article is limited in scope, I am omitting details about the cards forming the
grounding, the lower stem, and some of the branches of this "Tree of Life." But every night
in the hospital, I picked cards and fastened them around my bed, inviting their qualities to
be with me during the night. This ritual helped me tremendously to sleep in peace.
The centerpiece of the whole Constellation is my Who I Am card, a tree with many-colored
leaves in a meadow of flowers. IAOW is standing tall, grounded, held and supported
by nature around me. IAOW is shining in all its glory, in all its colors. And as I am not
complete without my family, the Who I Am card is not complete without the two
Community cards for my dear daughters, on its left, and the one for my husband on its
right. Yes, I am closer to my daughters than to my husband, as maybe many mothers can
appreciate. But he is my grounded self and brings me the qualities of calm and
unconditional support.

Above the centerpiece is my Brain Tumor card, paired with my Panic card. The Brain
Tumor card had to go above my head -- literally. And Panic attacks have run me over on
several occasions during the past seven years. I needed months of therapy to overcome
them. To soothe the system, I later placed my power animal, the Snail, next to Panic. The
snail represents the idea of slowing down, of finding one's center -- both qualities that are

essential for overcoming a panic attack.
Left column: both my daughters. Middle column from the bottom: New Year 2015; Who I
Am I; Brain Tumor. Right column, from the bottom: My Husband and above, on the
left, Panic; on the right: Snail.
Above this cluster is a series of cards showing my new overview of my lifetime evolution
from a Carefree Baby to an Open-Minded Child, aJoyful Teenager, a Diverse Young
Woman, a more mature Reflective Woman -- all Committee cards -- to the Wise Old
Lady, a Council card. Later I added The Singing Ringing Tree, a card which tells me that
life is beautiful and colorful and the wheels are turning constantly.
Bottom row from left to right Carefree Baby; Open-Minded Child; Joyful Teenager;
Diverse Young Woman; Reflective Woman; Wise Old Lady.Second row: The Singing
Ringing Tree. Third row: The Creator.
At the top, the Creator (Council) says, IAOW creates everything. IAOW holds the book
of life in his hands as an offering to you.
I am feeling encouraged to make some changes in
my life. For one thing, my family and I have
embarked on the first leg of a trip around the world,
a lifelong dream of mine. I have also been selecting
cards -- old friends -- to strengthen and support my
professional self. This feels empowering.
Surprisingly, my Brain Tumor card is among them;
my values and my mission have changed because
of this experience.
Above all, I am the Creator of my own success. If I
don't take the wheel, who will?
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